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ABSTRACT

Root-cepstral analysis has been proposed previously for speech
recognition in car environments [9]. In this paper, we focus
on an alternative aspect of Root-cepstrum as it applies to dis-
criminative acoustic modeling and fast speech recognizer de-
coding. We compare Root-cepstrum to Mel-Frequency cep-
strum Coefficients (MFCC) in terms of their noise immunity
during modeling and decoding speed. Our experiments use the
SPINE [5] corpus which is composed of clean and noisy data
with a 5K vocabulary size. Experiments were performed that
allow pair-wise comparisons of acoustic models across differ-
ent feature sets and acoustic units. We observed that for 84% of
the phonemes, the average distance to all other acoustic units is
increased in the Root-cepstrum domain compared to MFCC re-
sulting in a sharp acoustic model set. Therefore, the ambiguity
in the Root-cepstrum space is reduced. Large vocabulary noisy
speech recognition experiments showed a 27.5% reduction in
real–time processing factor (RTF) compared to MFCC features
while improving overall recognition accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

A number of factors effect the performance of speech
recognition systems, such as additive noise, communication
channels, microphone mismatch, speaker variability. Research
in robust speech recognition can be classified into several cate-
gories: feature compensation techniques [3], model compensa-
tion methods [6] and noise robust speech features [1, 9]. The
first step in a speech recognition system is feature extraction.
The speech waveform is parameterized to reduce the data rate
and obtain a robust representation of the speech while preserv-
ing as much information content as possible. The majority of
the current acoustic modeling techniques are based on Hid-
den Markov Modeling (HMM) with multivariate Gaussians. As
such, the quality of the distributions depend on the data as well
as the feature set used to represent the speech.

Real–time decoding speed in HMM–based large vocabu-
lary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems is another
factor that may limit use of the technology for dictation and di-
alogue systems. There are many ways to improve LVCSR sys-
tem speed at the likelihood computation level [7], search level,
language modeling and speech representation levels. Model-
ing speech with features that have more discriminative power
results in sharper acoustic models. The benefit of having dis-
criminative acoustic models where acoustic unit distributions
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are well separated are two-fold. First, recognition accuracy is
increased, and second, the decoding speed is improved.

It has been known that a logarithmic spectrum compres-
sion used in conventional cepstral analysis is very sensitive to
noise. The notion of root analysis in place of logarithmic anal-
ysis was first proposed in [4], where the Logarithmic Homo-
morphic Deconvolution scheme is generalized to Spectral Root
Deconvolution, by replacing the logarithmic and exponential
operations with root and power operations. In [9] the notion
of Root-cepstrum is extended in order to achieve noise robust-
ness in an isolated word recognition task. The Root-cepstrum
and Log-cepstrum analysis are unified for Linear Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (LFCC) and Linear Predictive Cepstral
Coefficients (LPCC). For this analysis framework, as the root
value converges to zero, the Root-cepstrum converges to a Log-
Cepstrum. However, the root compression performed in our
work is not on the spectral coefficients but on the Mel-frequency
filterbank energies. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge,
further work has not investigated the effects of such a represen-
tation in acoustic modeling and decoding.

In this paper we demonstrate the immunity of Root-
cepstrum to additive background noise. Furthermore, we de-
sign a controlled experiment which allows us to compare the
discriminative power of Root-cepstrum to MFCC. This experi-
ment shows evidence as to why using the Root-cepstrum should
improve overall decoding speed during recognition. The data
used in our experiments is from the SPINE [5] corpus.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we re-
view Root-cepstrum analysis. Sec. 3 presents the framework
which allows pairwise comparisons of acoustic models for each
phoneme across different feature sets with observations drawn
from the experiment. In Sec. 4, we describe the speech recogni-
tion system used in the evaluations. Sec. 5 presents evaluations
comparing Root-cepstrum and MFCC with SPINE data in terms
of their recognition accuracy and decoding speed. Conclusions
are presented in Sec. 6.

2. ROOT-CEPSTRUM ANALYSIS

Traditionally, a frame of speech can be modeled as a con-
volution of a vocal tract filter and excitation sequence, consist-
ing of periodic pulses for voiced speech and noise for unvoiced
speech. The vocal tract transfer function is modeled by an all-
pole filter. Later, an extension to all-pole modeling of speech in
noise was proposed in [1]. It is clear that noise introduces zeros
in the spectrum. One of the ways this system can be analyzed
is to map the convolution onto a linear domain where the exci-
tation component can be filtered out leaving only a vocal tract
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Figure 1: Comparison of Root-Cepstrum and
Log-Cepstrum (MFCC). The solid line shows MFCC
and Root-Cepstrum for a clean frame of speech and the
dashed line shows the same frame corrupted with 0 dB
highway (HWY) noise.

response. This is done by using a Homomorphic transformation
such as a “Log” operator. Lim [4] approximated the logarith-
mic deconvolution scheme with a root function, where (:) and
(:)1= are used instead of log and exponential operations. Later,
the Log-cepstrum is covered as a special case under generalized
Root-cepstrum [9].

It is known that the Log-cepstral analysis is sensitive to
noise. In Fig. 1, we plot the Log-cepstrum and Root-cepstrum
( = 0:08) for both clean and noisy frames of speech. The
solid line denotes the clean cepstrum for both plots, whereas
the dashed line shows the cepstra for the same frame at 0dB
SNR. It is clear from the figure that the effect of the noise is
severe for Log-Cepstrum. On the other hand, Root-cepstrum
is more immune to noise, exhibiting small deviations from the
clean cepstrum. The average deviation of noisy Log-cepstra
from clean Log-Cepstra is 34.2%, whereas noisy Root-cepstra
deviation from clean Root-cepstra is only 23.5%. In [9], the
Root-cepstrum is unified for LFCC [2] and LPCC. The way we
apply the root operation is different than in the original formu-
lation. We perform the root operation on the filterbank energies
rather than the spectral coefficients. The filterbank energies are
given as follows,

e[j] =
N�1X
k=0

wj [k] � j ~S[k]j; for j = 1, 2, : : : , P (1)

where e[j] represents the energy output from the jth filter,wj [k]
represents the weight of the jth triangular filter at the kth fre-
quency bin, and j~S[k]j is the DFT magnitude spectrum of the
speech frame warped onto the Mel–frequency scale, and P is
the number of filterbanks. P is typically between 18–to–24 de-
pending on the sampling rate. MFCCs are computed by decor-
relating log–compressed filterbank energies with a DCT trans-
formation (for i = 1, 2, : : : , m),
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where m is the number of MFCCs. Note that m � P . The
Root-Cepstral Coefficients (RCC), are derived using root com-
pression rather than log compression on the filterbank energies
(for i = 1, 2, : : : , m):
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where 0 <  � 1.  is the root value used to compress the
filterbank energies. If  = 1, there is no compression and filter-
bank energies are used in the DCT transformation.

3. DISCRIMINATIVE ACOUSTIC MODELING

There are several issues encountered when two model sets
are compared for speech recognition. The first of these is due
to Baum-Welch (BW) forward backward training. In this train-
ing scheme the observation vectors are assigned probabilisti-
cally to states. A given observation vector can be assigned to all
three states in a 3–state HMM model. Therefore, using different
feature sets to represent speech may lead to an uneven assign-
ment of data to each state. Second, using multiple mixtures
in each state has the potential of a mixture alignment problem
across feature model sets. Therefore, in order to represent an
acoustic model uniquely and consistently, we designed the fol-
lowing framework. All 50 phonemes from the CMU phoneset
are used for training 3–state single mixture context independent
models. During training, BW forward–backward training is not
used, instead the training data is equally assigned to each state
and densities in each state are trained using Expectation Max-
imization (EM) algorithm with 1/3 of the training data avail-
able for a given phoneme. By doing so, the issues mentioned
above are eliminated. In this manner each state is modeled by
a Gaussian density. Let gp

i
(�p

i
;�p

i
) denote the Gaussian for

state i of phoneme p. We can define a “super-Gaussian” den-
sity, gp(�p;�p) to model phoneme p by concatenating the three
state Gaussians:
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Note that �p is a block diagonal matrix with individual state
covariances along the diagonal. However, since the state co-
variances are diagonal, �p is also diagonal.

Having a super-Gaussian to represent each phoneme, we
can use the Bhattacharyya metric [8] to determine the degree of
similarity of phoneme models. The idea underlying the Bhat-
tacharyya distance is as follows. Given two Gaussian densities,
gi(�i;�i) and gj(�j ;�j) with priors pi and pj , the optimal
Bayesian classification error between the two random variables
drawn from these distributions has an upper bound [8]:

� � p
pipj exp(�d(gi; gj)) � exp(�d(gi; gj)) (5)
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where d(gi; gj) is the Bhattacharyya distance measure between
distributions gi and gj . d(gi; gj) is defined as follows:

d(gi; gj) =
1
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The interpretation of Eq. 5 is that if � is large (e.g. the distance
is small) the two models are similar and so are the underlying
random variables. Therefore, an optimum Bayesian classifier
will make large errors in classifying the two populations repre-
sented by these two densities. On the other hand, if � is small
(e.g. the distance is large) the two populations are different.

Next, using the super-Gaussians for each phoneme we com-
pute the Bhattacharyya distance between a given phoneme and
all other phonemes. This process results in a 50 � 50 matrix
with 2500 distances, including the distance of a distribution to
itself. According to this distance metric the distance of a dis-
tribution to itself is a constant 40.55 regardless of the phoneme
and feature set used in the feature extraction stage. Compar-
ing 2500 distances for MFCCs with another 2500 distance for
RCCs is not visually easy. Instead, we find the average dis-
tance of a given phoneme from all other phonemes for all the
phonemes. This results in a separation vector. This process was
performed for both RCC, distance of dRCC , and MFCC, dis-
tance of dMFCC . In Fig. 2, the difference, dRCC � dMFCC

versus phoneme index is plotted for a root value of  = 0:08.
For a given phoneme, if the difference is positive the average
distance of that phoneme to all the other phonemes is larger in
the RCC domain. Conversely, if it is negative, it is larger in the
MFCC domain.

Next, we used the entire training set of the SPINE data set
to generate two super-Gaussian sets for both RCC and MFCC.
We choose to use  = 0:08 for RCC analysis. In Fig. 2, we see
that the average distance, namely the discriminative ability of
84% of the phonemes, is better in the RCC domain compared
to MFCC, whereas for only 8 phonemes the discriminative ca-
pability is better in the MFCC domain. It is interesting to note
that seven of the eight phonemes that were represented better
in the MFCC domain are stops: B, KD, K, PD, P, TD, T and
UW. Furthermore, the RCC separation maximums exhibited in
the plot belong to CH, JH and SIL, two of which are affricates.
Therefore, the RCCs are generally effective and consistent for
non–stop phonemes.

Having established a quantitative measure to compare the
discriminative capability of one feature set to another, it is sug-
gested that from the distance measure and results in Fig. 1, that
RCCs with  = 0:08 are more immune to noise and also have
sharper acoustic models compared to MFCCs. One implica-
tion of this property is that having sharper acoustic models re-
duces the ambiguity among acoustic units and therefore speeds
up decoding. We believe that this property should generalize to
multiple–mixture context-dependent acoustic models and hence
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition.

4. DESCRIPTION OF LVCSR SYSTEM

The recognition system used for SPINE evaluations is
based on HMMs. A cross-word gender dependent system
is used to build a model set using the complete training set.
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Figure 2: The difference of Bhattacharyya Distance be-
tween Root-cepstrum and MFCC models.

From the signal processing side, speech data sampled at 16
kHz are converted to 39 dimensional observation vectors.
The observation vector consists of 12 MFCC, 12 �MFCC,
12 �� MFCC, energy and its first order and second order
derivatives. Acoustic modeling in our recognizer is based on
gender independent HMMs for base phones and triphones.
All HMMs have 3–state, left–to–right topology with between
6–16 Gaussian mixtures per state. The number of mixtures is
determined by the available training data for each model. The
lexicon for the recognizer uses a linear sequence of phones to
represent the pronunciation for each word in the vocabulary
using the CMU Sphinx phoneset. Since triphone acoustic
models are used, these base phone sequences are converted into
triphone sequences by taking each base phone together with its
left and right context base phones. The vocabulary size is 5249.
The language model used is a trigram language model. We also
use single pass beam search Viterbi decoding.

5. EVALUATIONS

In our simulations we excluded such non-speech sounds as
cough, breath, laugh etc. The total number of utterances in
the training set is 11947. From this, 5657 utterances belong
to channel A and 6290 to channel B. Evaluation set contains
13265 utterances with 5896 utterances belonging to channel A
and 7369 to channel B. The training part contains 10.5 hours of
speech recorded in two way conversations by Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL). There are 10 talker pairs and four environ-
ments: quiet, office, HMMWV and Aircraft carrier (AC). Noise
is played in the background while two people are performing a
battleship game task. While normal microphones are used when
recording all the conversations, a push-to-talk microphone is
used on channel A for HMMWV noise. This type of micro-
phone introduces a new problem to the training data, since at
times the microphone is not active during initial speech sec-
tions requiring alternative alignment or compensation during
training. The evaluation data has 20 talker pairs across six envi-
ronments, with four environments present in the training data,
and two additional in the testing phase. The evaluation data has
around 7 hours of data.
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Figure 3: WER vs. . The dashed line shows the WER
for MFCC.

Choosing a root value which minimizes the WER is cru-
cial. In [9], the root value which maximized the recognition
accuracy across three database is found to be 2/3. This is partly
due to which step the root compression is applied. In [9], the
root compression is applied on the spectral coefficients, but in
this work it is applied on filterbank energies. In order to find the
best value for the SPINE task, we plotted the WER versus .
When  is between 0:07 �  � 0:15 the WER is smaller than
the WER for MFCC as plotted in Fig. 3. Using  � 0:15 and
 � 0:07 increased the WER. Setting  = 0:08 provided the
lowest WER, which is 0.6% better than MFCCs. However, the
major benefit of RCC over MFCC is not the small improvement
in WER, but the decoding speed improvement.

We have shown in Sec. 3 that the acoustic models are more
discriminative in the RCC domain. We expect the ambiguity
among models to be reduced in the RCC domain, resulting in
the decoding speed improvement. In Fig. 4, WER versus the
real–time factor (RTF) is plotted. Here, RTF is the ratio of the
overall CPU time to decode an utterance to the utterance dura-
tion. The RTF for MFCC is 2.83. By using the same settings
for the decoder, we repeated the experiments for various val-
ues of RTF. Note that there is a correlation between each RTF
value and each root value in Fig 3. The WER is minimized for
 = 0:08 in Fig. 3. As RTF factor decreases from 2.50 to 2.05
the WER decreases to a minimum and any further reduction in
RTF increases WER.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have demonstrated the immunity of Root-
cepstral analysis to noise. Furthermore, we described a frame-
work which allows the comparison of model sets trained using
different feature sets in terms of their discriminative capabili-
ties. In our analysis we found that 84% of the phonemes exhibit
a better separation in the RCC feature space allowing shaper
acoustic models compared to the MFCC space. RCC is bet-
ter suited for modeling non–stop phonemes whereas MFCC is
better for stops. Overall, the ambiguity in the Root-cepstrum
space is reduced. The implications of this finding are immu-
nity to noise and fast decoding. Large vocabulary noisy speech
recognition experiments showed a 27.5% reduction in real–time
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Figure 4: WER vs. Real-Time Factor (RTF). The dashed
line shows the WER for MFCC. The RTF for MFCC is
2.83.
factor compared to MFCC while achieving a 0.6% improvement
the recognition accuracy.
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